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ABSTRACT

Title: Functional Connections Between Motion Detectors in the

Optic Nerve and Connective of the Crayfish,

Author: Michael Lee Martel

Results are reported here from experiments in which

single unit neural activity was recorded simultaneously from

the optic nerve and connective of the crayfish Procombarus

clarkli to study functional connections between units

responding to movement in visual space. The single unit data

was analyzed through computer generated plots of poststimulus

time histograms, interspike interval histograms, autocorrelation

plots, joint peristimulus time histograms and normal and

shifted crosscorrelation plots. In three experiments, discussed

here in detail, evidence was obtained for strong functional

connections between optic nerve motion detectors and connective

motion detectors. In two other experiments, evidence was

obtained for strong functional connections between the

connective motion detectors and units in the other two classes

of crayfish optic nerve visual units: the sustaining units

and the dimming units. - - - -



Functional Connections Between Motion Detectors
in the Optic Nerve and Connective of the Crayfish

One of the major goals of neurophysiological research is

to elucidate the neural activity associated with behavior.

One approach is to study "simple” invertebrate systems.

Besides having larger neurons and simpler "wiring diagrams"

than vertebrates, invertebrates are especially convenient

because of the widespread occurrence of fixed action patterns.

An easily triggered high priority fixed action pattern in the

crayfish is the defense reflex. In response to a threatening

stimulus the animal turns until it is facing the stimulus with

its claws slightly raised. If the stimulus approaches, the

animal tilts back at an angle of approximately 45 degrees with

its claws raised high and open. Another frequently observed

fixed action pattern in the crayfish is escape swimming. A

great deal of effort has been expended in an attempt to

understand the neural activity associated with these pieces of

behavior. One motivation for this work is the hope that more

complicated pieces of behavior might be understandable as

combinations of relatively simple behavioral components.

The pioneer studies of Wiersma and his colleagues

showed that many of the neurons in crustacean systems coiild be

"identified" or "established". To achieve this status, a
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neuron’s activity had to be observed enough times in different

animals of a particular species to be characterized uniquely

and entered into a catalog. Constancy of anatomical location

was another criterion used in this identification procedure.

In the first studies ’ ’ the animal was opened up, and the

circumesophageal connectives between the brain and the

subesophageal ganglion were desheathed and split into bundles

with fine needles. Small bundles of units were lifted onto

platinum electrodes and single units were characterized as

to inputs, visual field, nature of electrical activity (tonic,

phasic, etc.) and anatomical location (coordinates in a cross

section of the cord). In commenting on the technical problems

involved in establishing visual units, Wiersma had this to

say:

Only nine of the established interneurons respond
to visual stimuli. As pointed out by Wiersma (*58)
certain difficulties are involved in establishing
such fibers. For one thing the response to visual
stimuli is normally the first one to disappear in a
preparation. Also, these intemeurons are Invariably
highly complex in their response characteristics, and
are consequently quite difficult to analyze. The fact
that one-half of the intemeurons definitely known to
respond to visual stimuli remain unestablished
Illustrates this. In all other classes this proportion
is much lower.

Visual fields for the established units were not given. I

would guess that they could not be obtained because of the

animal being clamped upside down. Opening up the animal and
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desheathing the connective probably caused the early loss of

visual activity, Pearson and Fuortner have found more recently

that removing the sheath of the metathoracic ganglion in the

cockroach severely impairs neural activity,^ No mention is

made in the study by ¥iersma*s group of statocyst input to the

visual units. I have found this to be one of the strongest

inputs to the connective motion detectors. In all, seven

exclusively visual units were found in the study by Wiersma’s

group. These fell into three groups: homolateral units

responding only to inputs from the same side of the body as

the connective being studied, heterolateral units responding

only to inputs from the opposite of the body and

bilateral units responding to inputs from both sides of the

body. Three of the seven exclusively visual units were

unestablished horaolateral units. One of these responded to a

light being turned on in its visual field with a phasic burst

(on response to light) and to motion of objects through its

visual field. Another of the unestablished homolateral units

was spontaneously active and responded with a phasic burst to

light off (OFF response to light). The third unit responded

phasically to fast movement of objects through its visual

field and had an ON response to light. No heterolateral

exclusively visual units were found in these studies. Four
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bilateral exclusively visual units were found. One of these

was an established unit which responded to medium fast

movement through its visual field and to light OFF. Another

established unit in this group responded to medium fast

movement and light ON as well as light OFF. Two other units

were found, one established and the other unestablished,

which responded to light ON. Six established and five

unestablished units were found which responded to light and

other modalities. One of these was an unestablished homolateral

motion detector with an OFF response to light. Two heterolateral

units were established. One had an ON response to light and

the other had ON and OFF responses to light. Four bilateral

units were also established and included in this group of

units responding to light and other modalities. One of these

responded best to slowly moving objects in its visual field

and was named the ’’defense reflex fiber". The other three

units were motion detectors. One had an ON response to light.

Another had an OFF response to light and the remaining unit

in this group of four bilateral units had ON and OFF responses

to light and responded best to objects moving at medium

speed. Four unestablished bilateral units were also found:

one responding to light on, one responding to light off, one

^ose activity was inhibited by light, and one responding to
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medium velocity motion as well as light off. The following

table summarizes the results of these studies.^

TABLE 3

Intemeurons reacting to visual stimuli, either

exclusively or in addition to other stimulus

modalities

NO. Description Found

LIGHT OJJLY
C 114 L 66 Eil. esp. med. and fast movement 8X

C 135 L 72 Bil. esp. med. and fast movement 7X

C 136 L 74 Bil. spont. inc. with ilium. 3X

LIGHT AND OTHER MODALITIES
C 24 L 65 Het. on/off Elye and around 18X

Hair and joint

C 137 L 74 Het. on? All appendages 7X
Joint activity

C 99 L 75 Bil. esp. slow movement lOX
Head and head apps. Hair and joint
Defense reflex fiber

C 120 L 66 Bil. med./fast movement Whole an. 9X
Hair (Joint?)

C 125 L 66 Bil. esp. on (V. slow movement?) 6X
Whole an. Hair and joint activity
All in a.l.

C 128 L 62 Bil. esp. med. movement Whole an. lOX
Hair and Joint activity All in a.l.

Total!—9 interneurons responding to visual stimuli
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Wiersma’s group next studied the optic nerve, recording

extracelloilarly vdth polished steel needles.A small piece

of the rostrum was removed and the electrode passed through

the cuticle (a soft tissue layer) between the eyes and into

the optic nerve. This method is much easier on the animal,

and a large number of optic nerve units were established, but

it was found that excessive puncturing of the optic nerve led

to loss of visual activity. The leads often lasted several

hours. Three classes of visual intemeurons were found:

sustaining units, dimming units and motion detectors. The

hallmarks of these classes are shown below.
Sustaining unit Dimming unit Motion detector

iiii 11 III iiiiiiii III II

light intensity light intensity stimulus movement
(velocity)

Fourteen sustaining units 'were found and all could be uniquely

identified by their visual fields. Sight of these were found

to send a branch to the opposite eye, the heterolateral

fibers running with their homolateral counterparts in the optic

nerve. Four homolateral dimming fibers were established with

fields similar to sustaining unit fields, but no heterolateral

dimming units were found.
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The motion detectors showed a "novelty” type response, a

single stimulus often being sufficient to habituate the excited

part of the visual field. The various parts of the visual

field were observed to habituate independently of each other.

Above a threshold level, these units responded to moving

objects independent of contrast, ON responses to light were

absent, and OFF responses to light were weak or absent, A

decrease in the light level in one "collecting station" (a

group of from one to five ommatidia) was found to be the

adequate stimulus. No pronounced speed preference was noticed

within limits, very fast or very slow movements giving no

response. The excited state was found to have no affect on

their reactivity, and this was also true of illumination of

other parts of the same eye or the other eye.^ Two classes of

optic nerve motion detectors were distinguished: jittery

motion detectors and fast movement detectors. Members of one

subclass of the fast movement detectors responded well to fast

movements in any direction, while members of the other subclass

responded best to approaching targets. Eleven homolateral

jitteiy motion detectors were established, with fields

corresponding to sustaining units. Branches of two of these

were found in the optic nerve of the contralateral eye.

Concerning motion detectors with inputs from both eyes:
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Bilaterally reacting movement fibers without additional
mechanoreceptor input have been more frequently found and
three such fibers have been established. However, there is
still considerable doubt about their reality, 6 10 is a
case in point; this fiber is stated to react on fast
approaching objects nearing the front middle rim of
either eye, but with a much stronger discharge when both
eyes 'see* it. If such a fiber really exists, it is not
too clear why it has been reported so relatively few
times since it is considered to be large,3

Two more questionable fast motion detectors were found. One of

these had the top rims of both eyes as its visual field while

the other had inputs from the central poles of both eyes. The

first of these responded best to fast approaching objects and

the second just to fast moving objects. Four ”space constant

fibers" were also found: two sustaining units with inputs

from the horaolateral eye, one jittery motion detector with

input from the homolateral eye and one fast motion detector

with input from the homolateral eye. These units are "wired up"

in such a way that their visual fields are always the same

part of visual space regardless of the position of the eye.

All of the multimodal intemeurons responding to visual

input are included in Table four. Some evidence was obtained

that the questionable fast motion detector with the central

poles of both eyes as inputs and the other bilateral fast

motion detector responding to fast approaching targets

might be identical with units seen in the connectives. In my
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own studies I have found that the activity of most of the

connective motion detectors is highly correlated with the

activity of optic nerve motion detectors. It is possible that

the units thought to be identical in the optic nerve and

connective were Just highly correlated, I have not yet seen

a single unit at both levels.

TABLE 4*^
Interneurons responding to visual and
mechanoreceptive stimulation

No, Ident, Description Found

e 36 Horn, Jittery movement
Whole eye off Whole animal
hair phasic

154x

© 60 population Horn, fast approaching objects
Whole eye Whole animal hair
and Joint

91x-

e 37 Het, Jittery movement
Whole eye off Whole animal
hair phasic

97x

© 51 C 120 Eil, approaching objects
on/off Whole animal hair
phasic

17x

e 58 Bil, fast movement All
appendages Joint phasic

29x

^All combinations, see text
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Later studies by Xi/iersma*s group^’*^ showed the effects

of the excited state and eye movements^ on the visual

intemeurons of the optic nerve and connective. The

sustaining units were definitely facilitated during the

active state. Concerning connective and optic nerve motion

detectors:

Under this heading will be grouped the jittery
movement fibers and the multimodal intemeurons. Since
these units have in common that they are phasically
reacting fibers, with quick habituation, the analysis
of the influence of motor excitation on them was

more difficult than in the previous group. Small
movements of the animal, and even slow walking, may
coincide with complete habituation. In fact, only
during great enhancement of motor activity was a
clear facilitation observed manifested by an increase
in the number of spikes evoked by the passage of a
moving object through the visual field, and by a
lowering in the rate of habituation. During a defense
reflex, it was frequently possible to evoke responses
during the whole length of the reaction.' ... None of
the fibers investigated showed an inhibitory effect caused
by the excited state.^

The motion detectors were also foTind to be inhibited by active

and passive eye movements.^
The work of Ray Glantz®’^’^® has shown that the optic

nerve motion detectors are a likely candidate input for

the defense reflex. Using tungsten electrodes and Wiersma’s

recording method, he showed that the time course of habituation

and recovery for the defense reflex was highly correlated

with that for the activity of the optic nerve motion detectors.
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The threshold for the defense reflex was highly correlated

to a criterion level of angular velocity of expansion of an
Q

approaching target*® The activity of the optic nerve motion

detectors was shown to be highly correlated to the activity of

the cheliped levatory muscle which is partially responsible

for the raising of the claws during the defense reflex. The

objection that the observed correlation between the activity

of the optic nerve motion detectors and the defense reflex

might just be due to a common correlation with the animal's

level of excitability is partially countered with evidence

that sustaining unit responsiveness doesn't change
• Q

sigrdficantly with stimulus repetition. Wiersma's group had

already shown that changes in sustaining unit responsiveness

were highly correlated with the animal's level of excitability

as judged from behaviorally observed excited states.7
Glantz's work also showed that injection of picrotoxin, a GABA

antagonist, caused behavioral dishabituation in a habituated

animal and slower rehabituation to continued stimuli.

Behaviorally the condition resembled a prolonged excited

state. Similar effects were seen on the activity of the optic

nerve motion detectors, but the time co\irse was much shorter

than that seen behaviorally. There is some evidence for GABA

being involved in both presynaptic and postsynaptic inhibition
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in some crustacean systems.

efforts have been primarily directed toward recording

from the optic nerve motion detectors and connective motion

detectors simultaneously, to look for functional connections

between the two levels. This suggestion was made to me by Ray

Glantz. The previous discussion should make it clear that the

connections between these units (these connections presumably

occurring in the brain) would be very important in the

animal’s visually guided behavior.

Recording method! For recording single unit activity

I have used electrolytically sharpened tungsten electrodes,

one for the optic nerve and one for the connective. The animal

was held loosely in a clamp and supported from underneath by

rubber bands. Each electrode led to a low noise, high gain

preamplifier followed by an operational amplifier giving a

total amplification of 1,000 or 10,000 depending on the

available signal energy. Both channels were displayed on an

oscilloscope and monitored over a loudspeaker during the

experiment. The data were recorded on a standard home tape

recorder on electromagnetic tape. The visual stimulus was a

small cardboard target approximately one inch in diameter

at the end of a six to ten inch wooden stick. The stick was

mounted on a pen recorder motor and driven by a ten hertz
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square wave

After many months of discouraging failures in spite of

numerous changes in technique, it was still next to impossible

to get both leads simultaneously and to hold them long enough

to get enough data for a useful analysis. At the suggestion

of my pastor I brought my problem before the people of our

church. request was added to the prayer list, and during

the next several months enough breakthroughs were made to

completely turn the project around. It became easier to get

the leads initially, and due to the greatly increased stability

of the preparation, it became much easier to get enough data to

do an analysis. This is consistent with Biblical teachings

nr, r,r.n,ror.on prayer.

The first step of the technique is to clip off the tip of

the rpstrum. Next, a small piece of plastic tubing attached to

a hypodermic needle is passed through the mouth and into the

stomach (which lies between the top of the head and the

connectives). The stomach is then emptied by slowly pulling

out the plunger of the hypodermic needle. The animal is

then illuminated from underneath on the contralateral side

with a dissecting light. This allows the optic nerve to be

seen without opening up the animal. The electrode tip can

also be seen and visually guided into the optic nerve via
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7
Wiersma's low approach,' This technique of visualizing the

optic nerve was discovered by Harvey Nudelman and demonstrated

to me by Howard Wood, If a suitable optic nerve motion detector

lead can be obtained, Getz Tru-Cure denture base material

(introduced to me by Skip Skinner) is used to cement the

electrode in place. The denture base material is built up

around the electrode and over the cut made when the rostrum

is clipped. This seems to stop the bleeding from the cut.

The animal is then partially submerged under aerated water

until the cement dries, then it is placed entirely under water

for a recovery period. It seems to be important to periodically

completely submerge the animal in these experiments in order

to preserve visual activity. Next, a small hole is made in

the top of the head with a dissecting needle and another

tungsten electrode is guided blind down to the connectives,

passing in front of the deflated stomach. If a suitable

connective lead can be obtained without losing the optic nerve

lead, acetone is applied around the electrode to partially

dissolve the cuticle. This increases the ability of the

denture base material to bind to the carapace. The denture

base material is then built up around the connective electrode.

Part of the difficulty in getting the second lead without

losing the first is that there is mechanical coupling between
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the optic nerve and connectives. I found that applying a

layer of Eastman 910 cement to the carapace and allowing it

to partially dry before the application of the denture base

material over it further increased the tightness of the

bonds. The denture base material binds very tightly to the

tungsten. This method of recording from the cord and the first

method for implanting the cord electrode were developed by

Arechiga and '^•Tiersma.^
The experiment in its simplest form consisted of

characterizing the units with regard to input modalities,

visual receptive field (very difficult), tonic activity and

effects of the active state followed by repeated presentations

of the triggered vibrating target.

Methods of analysis! Single units were windowed by

amplitude and fed into a laboratory Interdata computer.

Problems such as 60 Hertz noise and stimulus artifacts with

the same amplitude as interesting units were dealt with using

resistance-capacitance analog filters adjusted by trial and

error. In several important cases data which was unusable

without this filtering, was salvaged.

The methods in use in this lab to determine functional

connections between neurons include the joint peristimulus

time histogram, the peristimulus time histogram, the interspike
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interval histogram, autocorrelation, crosscorrelation, and
12 14 1*^

frame-shift crosscorrelation. ’ These have been

implemented on the Interdata computer by Cathy Tuggle and

Howard Wood.

Some discussion of the theory underlying the joint

peristimulus time histogram will aid in an interpretation of

the data. The method makes it particularly easy to recognize

the correlation between two simultaneous processes through

visual inspection of a computer generated plot. Consider a

two-dimensional coordinate system, with the origin

representing the time of stimulus presentation, and the

horizontal and vertical coordinates representing the times

from stimulus presentation to optic nerve and cord spikes

respectively. A plot of this is an approximation to

9t^9t2
where M^(tj^,t2) is the expectation value for the number of
spike pairs in the patch of the plane ((0,t^), (0,t2)). It is
equal to the probability density ^ spike occurring

in train A at time t^ and a spike in train B at time t2 given
that the stimulus was presented at t = 0 if and only if the

limits of integration and t2 are small enough so that not
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more than one spike could occur in either train in this time

interval in the calculation

For larger limits of integration this integral represents the

expectation value for the number of spike pairs# The function

mAB(‘ti»t2) is a three-dimensional surface, but in the joint

peristimiilus time histogram plot you are looking down on it

from above, with the dot density representing the height of the

function above the plane# Each dot represents a Dirac delta

function viewed from above with weight l/number of stimuli#

A tendency of the two units to fire together will give diagonal

structure to the crosscorrelation histogram plotted in two

dimensions as described here and shown in the results# This

is called a joint peristimulus time histogram or scattergram#

The plot for two units which tend to fire together but

with no fixed latency to the stimulus will have a diagonal

band of points equally distributed along its length# If the

units tend to fire together with a fixed latency from the
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stimulus, there will be a cluster of points on the diagonal

with horizontal and vertical coordinates equal to the latency.

The joint peristimulus time histogram for two units which

tend to fire together will show a peak, the sharpness

of this peak reflecting the tightness of the functional

connection. A peak may be due to a direct anatomical connection

between the units or to a common correlation of the units to

other neurons or to the stimulus.

The major use of the crosscorrelation method is to

demonstrate functional connections. I am interested in the

information processing being done in neural systems, so to me

these functional connections are of interest. Suppose that you

know cell B usually fires two ms. after cell A. This tells you

there is a functional connection between the units, but you still

don’t know if the implementation of this functional connection

or or

something else. One suggestion on how to tell the difference

is to look at the distance of the peak from the origin. If

it*s centered over the origin, you may have common input,

common correlation to other cells, an electrical synapse

betiroen the units or maybe even different branches of the

same cell. In order to model the situation, you need to

know precisely all of the sources of delay between the
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stimulus and the units of interest, because some shift

would be expected in the peak even if the same urdt were

being recorded at two different locations. So this isn't

very satisfactory. Another suggestion is that a direct

connection should give a narrower peak than common input

or common correlation to other processes. But it must be

(and is) conceded that a strong common input with a weak

direct connection could give a wide peak due to the direct

connection with a narrow peak on top of it due to strong

common input. Consider a model synapse with the

following characteristics:

Now consider the crosscorrelation plots that would be obtained

for two different anatomical arrangements:
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Probability of a
postsynaptic spike (C^—<(g)—

Time(ms•)
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It is seen that for synapses of equal efficacy you do get

the expected difference for the two circuits, but for synapses

of different efficacy you could get a narrower peak for the

common input example.

The fact that the processes under consideration here are

not stationary means that caution should be used in interpreting

the results. The spike times for a particular unit are

undoubtedly affected by the unit's own preceding spike times

and those for any other units synapsing on it. Higher

dimensional analyses could take this into account but have not

been attempted here. The optic nerve and connective motion

detectors are very unpredictable in their responses to visual

stimuli. Sometimes several stimuli separated by only one or

two seconds would all evoke responses, whereas at other times

several minutes of dishabituation time between stimuli was

necessary to get responses. The state of motor activity

also affected the response characteristics of the cord and

optic nerve motion detectors. With increasing motor activity

the responses of both classes of motion detectors were

facilitated except for the instances noted in the results

section. The time between stimulus presentations was very

variable, ranging from one second to hours as when the

animal was left overnight. The stimulus was frequently
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moved to different positions in the visual field to maximize

the number of responses obtained. Between stimulus

presentations the units were often dishabituated by increasing

the animal’s level of activity through taps on the clamp or

table, puffs of air, tactile input and inputs to other

parts of the visual field.

Results! The most characteristic feature of the activity

of the optic nerve and connective motion detectors I have

observed is a tendency of units in both classes to respond

to moving stimuli with phasic bursts. These bursts tend to

occur simultaneously in units of the two classes, even when

one-for-one spike time correlation between the units is not.

observed. Both classes also show rapid habituation, with the

connective motion detector habituation rate being the

faster of the two. Another commonly observed phenomen was

phase locking to the triggered vibrating target, with a

general tendency of the two classes of units to habituate

together. Most of the units observed in both classes were

multimodal. The other inputs included statocysts, body hairs,

and appendages. Purely visual units were rare. Most of the

corjiective motion detectors I observed showed little or no

spontaneous activity, and their activity was facilitated

by increasing motor activity. An exception to this general
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rule is given in the third experiment discussed below.

The results for the best experiments will now be discussed

separately. Note that in each case where a mean rate or a

total niimber of spikes or intervals is given, this number is

based on all spikes occurring up to 12 seconds after a stimulus

presentation but before the next stimulus presentation. The

number of stimuli is in each case the number of stimulus

presentations which res\ilted in a neural response by the unit

being considered. Note also that although some of the results

are presented as average probabilities, the neural responses

to successive stimuli were not independent events nor were the

processes stationary, A functional connection is said to exist

between cells which have positively correlated spike activity,

whether or not there is an actual physical connection between

the cells.
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Experiment no. l! 8-02-76

General: In this experiment there were two discriminable

units on each lead. For purposes of discussion these will

be designated CMDl (the smaller amplitude negative going

connective motion detector, CMD2, 6MD1 (the smaller optic

nerve motion detector) and QW2. ©MDl and ©MD2 were in the

optic nerve of the right eye.

The visual field of CMDl was the central pole of the

right eye. It also responded well to stim\ilation of the

front rims of both eyes although response to stimulation

to either front rim alone was small or absent. Both cord

units were lost before their responses to other inputs

could be determined. The visual field of CMD2 was the

front rim of the right eye and straight into the central pole

of the right eye, with no apparent monocular left eye inputs.

It did respond well to the top rims of both eyes and to the

front rims of both eyes.

By illuminating the animal from underneath and observing

with a dissecting microscope, it was visually verified that

the optic nerve electrode was deep within or possibly all

the way through the right optic nerve. The visual fields of

both optic nerve motion detectors were the entire right eye

except for the bottom rim. Both optic nerve motion detectors



also seemed to show a response to stimulation of the front

rim of the left eye. Although the right eye was prevented

from directly seeing the stimulus while the left eye was

being tested by means of a cardboard cut-out in front of it,

it is possible that the right eye was exposed to moving

shadows causing this apparent response. Neither of the

optic nerve motion detectors showed an ON or OFF response

to light. Wiersma’s catalog does include some binocular

optic nerve motion detectors, but neither ©KDl nor 0M32

seem to match ary of the reported units.

Results of exoerlmint no. 1; Figures 1-4 show the raw

data. impression from studying the data with a storage

scope was that the highest correlation observed in this

experiment was between CMD2 and ©MD2. It may be seen from

Fig. 1 that the amplitude of eMD2 was small compared to

the background noise level. Another problem was the small

number of spikes recorded. This makes the analyses

particularly susceptible to random fluctuations.

Fig. 5 shows peristimulus time histograms for the four

units. Units ©MDl, ©MD2 and CMD2 showed little tonic

activity and responded with phasic bursts to the vibrating

target. The first peaks were at approximately 170 ms. for

all three units. The peristimulus time histogram for unit
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CMDl shows that this unit responded only weakly to the stimulus.

The fact that it responded at all may be seen from Fig. ?.

Figures 6 and 7 are the peristimulus time histograms plotted

on a more compressed time scale.

.The autocorrelation plots for the four units are shown

in Fig. 8. Units ©MDl, 0MD2 and CM)1 had peaks at 3 nis.

implying that they tended to fire more than once per stimulus

period.

Fig. 9 shows the interspike interval histograms for the

four units. Unit 6MD1 had a preferred interspike interval of

2 ms. corresponding to a maximum firing rate of 500/sec.

The presence of 12 spikes in the zero bin and 56 spikes in

the 1 ms. bin shows that there was noise from other units.

Unit ©MD2 was discriminated much more clearly as revealed by

its interspike interval histogram. Its major peak was again

at 2 ms. with an almost equally large peak at 3 ws. Due to

the small amount of data, it is hard to reach any conclusions

from the interspike interval histogram for unit CMD2.

The preferred interspike interval for unit CMDl was at 2 ms.

with bins 0 and 1 ms. being empty.

The point densities on the joint peristimulus time

histogram (scattergram) were too low for these plots to be

considered useful, so they have been deleted.
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Figures 10-14 are the normal (unshifted) and shifted

crosscorrelation plots for various combinations of the units.

The ©MDlxCMD2 plot has a broad peak approximately 7 ms. wide

from -1 ms. to 6 ms. which is largely eliminated by a frame

shift. The largest peak is at 3 ms., and it is also largest

in the shifted plot. This analysis provides some evidence

for a synaptic connection between these two units. The

©MDlxCI-lDl plot shows an approximately 4 ms. wide peak from

-8 to “5 ms. It is reduced to background level by a frame

shift. The width of the peak implies that it is probably due

to common input or to common correlation of the two units to

the stimulus or to other units. A direct synaptic connection

from C^Dl to 6MD1 is a possibility, and this model could

account for the width of the peak by including long, highly

variable time delays between the synapses and 9MDl*s spike

generating zone or by postulating CMDl to be one of many

weighted inputs to ©MDl. The GMD2xCMD2 crosscorrelation plot

has a broad peak with a superimposed narrow peak at 2 ms.

The broad and narrow peaks are attenuated in approximately the

'same proportions by a frame shift, again suggesting that the

correlation is due to common input or common correlation to

- the stimulus or other neurons. The 9MD2xCMDl crosscorrelation
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plot shows a broad peak fron 0 to 6 ms, which largely

disappears xd.th a frame shift. The width of the peak suggests

common input or common correlation to the stimulus or to other

units. The plot has a tall 1 ms, wide peak at 2 ms,

on top of an approximately 10 ms, wide peak. The wide peak is

attenuated some by the frams shift, but the narrow peak

completely disappears. This suggests a synaptic connection

from ©MDl to 6I1D2, but of course other explanations are

possible such as strong common input or strong common

correlation to other units.
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Fig. 1: Responses to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal; $0 ms./division.
Trace 1: CMDl and CW2.
Trace 2: ©MDl spikes recorded simultaneously.
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Fig. 2: Responses to the vibrating target. The sn^reep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal; 20 ms./division.
Trace 1: CMDl and CMD2.
Trace 2: GI-ID2 spike recorded simultaneously.
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Fig. 31 Responses to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the begirning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 50 ms./division.
Trace 1: CM)1 and CH)2.
Trace 2: 0WD1 spikes recorded simultaneously.
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Fig, 4: Responses to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 20 ms,/division.
Trace 1: CM)1 and C>!D2,
Trace 2: @MD2 spikes recorded simultaneously.
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Fig, 51 Peristiinulus time histograms.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: Vertical scale: 1 dot =

2 spikes = average probability of 0,0l6.
Number of stimuli = 129. Mean rate = 2,06?
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 1200,
Trace 2: 0MD2, Vertical scale: 1 dot =

3*333 spikes = average probability of 0.028,
Number of stimuli = 119* Mean rate = 1,729
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 711.
Trace J: CMD2, Vertical scale: 1 dot =

1.250 spikes = average probability of 0,014,
, l^Jumber of stimuli = 90. Mean rate = 0.637

spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =209.
Trace 4: CMDl. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

1 spike = average probability of 0.012,
Number of stimuli = 85. Mean rate = 1.800
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 486,
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Fig. 6: Peristimulus time histograms.
Horizontal: 5 ms./bin. One dot =10 bins.
Trace 1: 0M)1. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

6.66? spikes = average probability of 0.052.
Niimber of stimuli = 129. Kean rate = 2.06?
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 1200.
Trace 2: ©102. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

10 spikes = average probability of 0.084.
Number of stimuli = 119. Mean rate = 1.729
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =711.
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Fig, 7: Peristimulus tirae histograms.
Horizontal: 5 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: CMD2. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

2 spikes = average probability of 0.022.
liimber of stimuli = 90. Mean rate = 0.637
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 209.
Trace 2: CMDl. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

1 spike = average probability of 0.012.
Mimber of stimuli =85. Mean rate = 1.800
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 486.
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Fig. 8: Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace li ©I>©1. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

14.286 spikes = average probability of 0.012.
Mean rate = 2.06? spikes/sec. Total number
of spikes = 1200.
Trace 2: ©MD2. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

20 spikes = average probability of 0.023.
Mean rate = 1.729 spikes/sec. Total number
of spikes = 711.
Trace J: CMD2. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

1 spike = average probability of O.OO5.
Mean rate = 0.637 spikes/sec. Total number
of spikes = 209.
Trace 4: CMDl. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

2 spikes = average probability of 0.004.
Mean rate = 1.800 spikes/sec. Total number
of spikes = 486.
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Fig, 9! Interspike interval histograms.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: ©>iDl. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

10 intervals. Total number of intervals =

1071. Mean rate = 2.067 spikes/sec.
Trace 2: 0MD2. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

20 intervals. Total number of intervals =

592. Mean rate = 1.729 spikes/sec.
Trace 3? CMD2. Vertical scale: 1 dot =
1 interval. Total number of intervals =

119. Mean rate = 0.637 spikes/sec.
Trace 4: CMDl. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

1.429 intervals. Total number of intervals
= 401. Mean rate = 1.800 spikes/sec.
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Fig. 10; Crosscorrelation. 6IlDlxCMD2.
Horizontal; 1 ms./bin. One dot = 19 bins.
Trace 1; Unshifted. Vertical scale; 1
dot = 1 spike = average probability of 0.001.
Trace 2; Shifted. Vertical scale; 1 dot =

1 spike = average probability of 0.001.



Fig. 11: Crosscorrelation. ©liDlxCMDl.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. Cne dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot
= 1 spike = average probability of 0.001.
Trace 2: Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

1 spike = average probability of 0.001.
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Fig. 12: Crosscorrelation. ©^D2xCMD2.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot
= 5 spikes = average probability of 0.010,
Trace 2: Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

5 spikes = average probability of 0.010.
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Fig. 13s Crosscorrelation. 0I®2xCMDl.
Horizontal; 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1; Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot
= 1.429 spikes = average probability of
0.003.
Trace 2: Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

1.429 spikes = average probability of O.OO3.
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Fig. 14: Crosscorrelation. 0MDlxGMD2.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: Unshifted, Vertical scale: 1 dot
= 10 spikes = average probability of 0.009.
Trace 2: Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

10 spikes = average probability of 0.009.
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Experiment no. 2: 8-23-76

General; Single discriminable motion detectors were

present on both leads in this experiment. The strongest

responses which could be elicited from the connective motion

detector were obtained from moving stimuli presented to the

front rims of both eyes at once, indicating that this was a

binocular unit. It had no input from the statocysts, body

hairs, antennas, antennules, claws, legs or tail. It had no

ON or OFF response to light illuminating the whole right

eye.

The visual field of the right optic nerve motion

detector was difficult to determine, but the strongest responses

seemed to be obtained from stimuli presented into the central

pole of the right eye. This unit had strong statocyst and

hair cell input. Antennal response was weak or absent, but

the unit did respond to stimulation of the antennules. It

also showed a definite response to stimulation of the right

legs. Input from the claws, left legs and tail was weak

or absent. This optic nerve motion detector may correspond

to Wiersma’s unit @60-5,

Results of experiment no. 2i Figures 1-4 show examples

of the raw data. The two motion detectors tended to fire

simultaneous phasic bursts. Figures 5-8 are the peristimulus
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time histograms for the two units. The first major peak for

the optic nerve motion detector is between 70 and 80 ms.,

and the first major peak for the connective motion detector

is at 80 ms., showing that the connective unit tended to

follow the optic unit. A comparison of Figures 6 and 8 shows

a tendency of the units to habituate together as judged

by the first three peaks. The times of these peaks are at 80,

180 and 280 ms. for both units. Both motion detectors were

phase locked to the stimulus and showed fast habituation.

Figures 9-12 are the autocorrelation plots. The optic

unit showed a peak at 4 ms. and another id.de small peak at

100-120 ms. This shows that the optic unit sometimes fired

a spike to two successive stimulus cycles with the second

spike showing a greater phase shift than the first with

respect to the stimulus. The autocorrelation plot for the

connective unit (Figures 10 and 12) has a broad barely

detectable peak beti^en 9 and 15 ms.

The interspike interval histograms are shown in Figures

13 and 14. The plot for the optic nerve motion detector shows

a peak at 4 ms. which is consistent with the autocorrelation

plot. The connective unit plot shows a broad barely detectable

peak at 9-15 ms., again consistent with the autocorrelation

plot.
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Figures 15’’17 are the scattergrams for the optic

nerve and connective motion detectors. The structure is

largely predictable from the peristimulus time histograms.

The large cluster caused by the firing of both units

approximately 80 ms. after the beginning of the stimulus is

shown in Fig. 1?. There is very loose diagonal structure

indicating some tendency of the units to fire together after

the initial burst.

Figures 18 and 19 show the results of the crosscorrelation

analysis. There are narrow peaks at 0 and 5 ^s. superimposed

on a broader peak. There is also a minor peak at -108 ms.

A frame shift reduced the 5 ms. peak to below noise level,

suggesting that this peak may be due to a synaptic connection

from the optic motion detector to the connectove motion

detector. Another possible interpretation is that there is

just a broad peak from -5 to 6 ms. which is incompletely

attenuated by a frame shift. In either interpretation the

broad peak suggests common input or common correlation of

the units to the stimulus or to other units.



Fig. 1 ; Responses to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve motion detector.
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Fig. 2: Responses to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stirrrulus
movement.
Horizontal; 20 ms./division.
Trace 1; Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve motion detector.
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Fig. 31 Responses to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve m.otion detector.
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Fig. 4: Responses to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve motion detector.
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Fig. 5: Peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal; 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Cotic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 2 spikes = average probability of
0,009. Number of stimuli = 219. Mean rate =
2.999 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
3179.
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Fig. 6 : Peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 5 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 6.667 spikes = average probability of
0.030. Fumber of stimuli = 219. Mean rate =
2.999 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
3179.
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Fig. 7: Peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 1 spike = average probability of
0.009. Number of stimuli = ll6. Mean rate
= 1.107 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes
= 189.
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Fig. 8; Pei*istimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 5 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 2 spikes = average probability of
0.017. lumber of stimuli = ll6. Mean rate
= 1.107 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes
= 189.
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Fig. 9! Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. Cne dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability of
0.003. Mean rate = 2.999 spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 3179*
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Fig. 10: Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 1 spike = average probability of
0.005. Mean rate = 1.107 spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 189.
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Fig. 11: Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale
1 dot =10 spikes = average probability of
0.003. Wean rate = 2.999 spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 3179.
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Fig. 12: Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 1 spike = average probability of
0.005. Mean rate = 1.10? spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 189.
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Fig. 13s Interspike interval histogram.
Horizontal: 1 ras./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 10 intervals. Total number of intervals
= 2960, Mean rate = 2.999 spikes/sec.
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Fig. 14; Interspike interval histogram.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 1 interval. Total number of intervals
= 73. Mean rate = 1.10? spikes/sec.
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Fig, 13: Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 10 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 10 ms./division, Corjiective
motion detector.
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Fig. l6: Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 4 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 4 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 1?: Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal; 2 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 2 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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18: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Above: Unshifted, ■''ertical scale: 1 dot
= 1.429 spikes = average probability of
0.001.
Below: Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

1.429 spikes = average probability of 0.001,
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Fig. 19: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Above: Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot
= 1.^29 spikes = average probability of 0.001.
Belo^^r: Shifted. Vertical scale; 1 dot =

1.429 spikes = average probability of 0.001.
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Experlnient no. 10-19-76

General; In this experiment there was a single unit on the

optic nerve lead, and the evidence for the connective motion

detector being a single unit is strong. Fig. 1 shows an

overlay of several traces of the recorded electrical

activity. There seem to be several large negative going

units on the connective lead, but long study with the

storage scope implied in my Judgment that it was a single

unit. All of the connective units had a triphasic waveform

and acted the same through the entire experiment. Fig. 2

is an overlay of many responses showing the unfortunate

gain changes in the connective recording channel, as

Judged from the different apparent heights of the stimulus

artifact. This gain variability can account for the apparent

range of amplitudes seen in the connective motion detector

activity. Fig. 3 shows that the connective motion detector

amplitude variability was continuous between its extremes.

It may be seen from Fig. 4 that the spread in amplitude of

the connective unit was not much larger than the spread in

background noise level. The interspike interval histogram for

the connective unit (Fig. 18) provides further evidence that

this was a single unit. There were only two interspike

intervals of 1 ms. and six at 2 ms. Figures 5*8 show
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examples of the optic nerve and connective motion detectors

firing together.

Neither the optic nerve motion detector (which was in

the left optic nerve) or the connective motion detector

had an ON or OFF response to illumination of the entire

left eye by the dissecting light. Both units had statocyst

input and both responded to stimulation of the claws and the

right legs. Neither responded to puffs of air applied to

the body, implying no hair cell input. Neither unit

responded to stimulation of the antennules. Stimulation of

the left legs, left antenna and the tail caused an increase

in the activity of the optic unit but inhibited the

connective motion detector. Both units had a high rate of

tonic activity which increased in response to the vibrating

target.

Results of exT)erlment no. ?! This was nvy last and best

experiment. The leads were kept long enough for three

complete runs to be completed, and these will be discussed

separately.

Run li Figures 9“12 show the peristimulus time histograms

for the optic nerve and connective motion detectors. The

optic unit showed peaks at 108 and 211 ms,, roughly the

separation expected for a stimulus period of 100 ms, if
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phase locking is occurring. The peaks for the connective

unit were at 102 and 208 ms,, roughly lining up with the

peaks for the optic unit.

Figures 13"l6 are the autocorrelation plots for the

optic nerve and connective motion detectors. The optic and

connective units had peaks at 3 and 4 ms, respectively,

revealing a tendency of both units to fire more than one

spike per stimulus period.

The interspike interval histograms for the two units

are shown in Figures 1? and 18, The optic unit had a peak

at 4 ms,, corresponding to a rate of 250 spikes/sec. The

connective unit had a peak at 5 ms,, corresponding to a

rate of 200 spikes/sec.

The scattergrams are shown in Figures 19“21,

There is a very distinct diagonal band, implying a strong

functional connection between the units. The strongest

cluster is the one due to the initial burst of spikes

induced by the stimulus. Both units showed little tonic

activity before the beginning of the stimulus but remained

active throughout the stimulus run. Some horizontal and

vertical bands are present due to the initial phase

locking of the two units, but these give way to an apparently

random phase structure about 400 ms, into the stimulus run.
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The fact that the diagonal structure is even stronger after

400 ms. is strong evidence that the functional connection

is not simply one due to phase locking.

The results of the crosscorrelation analysis are shown

in Figures 23*26. There is a large broad peak centered around

*5 ms., showing a tendency for the connective unit to lead

the optic nerve unit. This peak is largely attenuated by a

frame shift. The width of the peak suggests common input

or common correlation of the units to other neurons. The

attenuation of the peak by a frame shift may be explained

by the observation that both units failed to respond to

many of the stimulus presentations. With a frame shift,

mary of the connective unit bursts were put into register

with failures in the optic unit, giving zero correlation.
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Fig. 1: Overlay of several traces. The sweep was
triggered by the 60 Hz. line.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve motion detector.
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Fig. 2: Overlay of many responses showing variability
in the recorded size of the stimulus marker,
thought to be due to spontaneous gain changes.
Horizontal: 2 ms./division.
Connective lead.
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Fig. 3J Overlay of many responses. The sweep was
triggered by the 60 Hz. line.
Horizontal: O.5 ras./division.
Connective motion detector spikes and
two stimulus markers.
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Fig. 4: Overlay of many responses.
Horizontal: 0.2 ms./division.
Connective motion detector spikes
and stimulus markers.
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Fig. 5? Response to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 50 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve motion detector.
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Fig. 6: Response to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 50 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve motion detector.
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Fig. 7 : Response to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve motion detector.
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Fig. 8: Response to the vibrating target. The sweep
vras triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve motion detector.
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Fig. 9: Peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 1 spike = average probability of
0.004. Number of stimiili = 230. Mean rate =

3.221 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =

2491.
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Fig. 10: Peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 1 spike = average probability of
0.004. Humber of stimuli = 229. Mean rate =

3.161 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
2563.
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Fig. 11: Peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 5 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 2 spikes = average probability of
0.009. lumber of stimuli = 230. Mean rate =

3«221 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
2491.
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Fig. 12: Peristirmil'us time histogram.
Horizontal: 5 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 3*333 spikes = average probability of
0.015. lumber of stimuli = 229. Mean rate =

3.161 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
2563.
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Fig. 13! Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability of
0.004. Mean rate = 3*221 spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 2491.
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Fig. 14: Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability of
0.004. Kean rate = 3*l6l spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 2563.
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Fig. 151 Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 nis./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability of
0.004. Mean rate = 3,221 spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 2491.
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Fig. l6: Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability of
0.004. Mean rate = 3*1^1 spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 2563.
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Fig. 17: Interspike interval histogram.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 10 intervals. Total number of* intervals
= 2261. Mean rate = 3.221 spikes/sec.
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Fig. 18: Interspike interval histogram.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 10 intervals. Total num^ber of intervals
= 233^. Mean rate = 3*l8l spikes/sec.
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Fig. 19J Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 20 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 20: Joint peristiraulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 10 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 10 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 21: Joint peristiinulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 4 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 4 ms./division. Corjiective
motion detector.
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Fig* 22: Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 2 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 2 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 23: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 10
spikes = average probability of 0.004.
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Fig. 24: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 10 spikes
= average probability of 0.004,
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Fig. 25: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal; 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 10
spikes = average probability of 0.004.
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Fig, 26: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 10 spikes
= average probability of 0,004.
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Rur. 2i The stimulus was placed in a new position and left

there for the duration of this run. The peristimulus

time histograms are shown in Fig. 1. The only significant

change from the first run is that the first optic nerve

motion detector peak falls several milliseconds earlier.

The interspike interval histograms, shown in Fig. 2,

are also essentially unchanged except that the optic

nerve motion detector peak is 1 ms. later. Only one

significant difference is seen in the scattergrams.

There is no phase locking by either unit after the

initial burst. The crosscorrelation plots are approximately

the same.
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Fig.l: Peristimulus time histograms.
Horizontal: 5 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 2.5 spikes = average probability
of 0.024. Number of stimuli = 103. Mean rate =
2.305 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
1477.
Trace 2: Connective motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability
of 0.097* Number of stimuli = I03. Mean rate
= 2.242 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
1488.
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Fig. 2! Interspike interval histograms.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot =10 bins.
Trace 1: Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 10 intervals. Total number of
intervals = 137^» J^ean rate = 2.305 spikes/sec.
Trace 2: Connective notion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 10 intervals. Total number of
intervals = 13S5* Mean rate = 2.2ll'2 spikes/sec.
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Fig. 3: Joint peristimulus tinie histogram.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 20 ms./division. Conjnective
motion detector.
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Fig. 4: Joint peristiimilus time histogram.
Horizontal: 10 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 10 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 5j Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 4 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 4 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 6: Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 2 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 2 ms./division. Conjiective
motion detector.
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Fig. 7j Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Unshifted, Vertical scale: 1 dot = 10
spikes = average probability of 0,00?•
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Fig. 8: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 10 spikes
= average probability of 0.007*
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Fig. 9: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve rnotion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 10
spikes = average probability of 0.007.
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Fig. 10: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 10 spikes
= average probability of 0.007.
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Run 3! In this run the vibrating target was left in the

same position as in the previous run. The peristimulus time

histograms are shown in Fig. 1. The first peak is in the

same position as in the previous run, but the second peak

at approximately 310 ms. is much sharper and larger than in

the previous two runs. In the third run the optic nerve and

connective motion detectors both habituated after three

stimulus runs, and they both failed to respond during the

second stimulus period. I do not have an explanation for

these differences, but I think that it is significant that

the units changed together.

The autocorrelation plots for the optic nerve and

connective motion detectors are shown in Fig. 2. The peaks

for both units are sharper, indicating an increased regularity

in firing. The peak for the optic nerve unit is at 6 ms.,

while the peak for the connective unit is at 5 Jns.

The interspike interval histograms are also shown in

Fig. 2. The peaks are much sharper than in previous runs,

indicating that both units were firing more regularly.

The scattergrams are shown in Figures 3*6. The largest

cluster is due to the initial phase locked bursts of the two

units as in the previous runs of this experiment. Another

cluster due to the second stimulus induced burst in each unit
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is seen at 310 ms.

The crosscorrelation is essentially unchanged from the

previous run.
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Fig. 1: Peristimulus time histograms.
Horizontal: 5 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 1.25 spikes = average probability
of 0.007. Number of stimuli = 192. Mean rate =
2.246 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 252?.
Trace 2: Connective motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 5 spikes = average probability of
0.026. Mtmber of stimuli = 193* Mean rate =

1.871 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 2227.
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Interspike interval histograms.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. Cne dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 25 intervals. Total number of
intervals = 2’335» Mean rate = 2.246 spikes/sec.
Trace 2: Connective motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 20 intervals. Total number of
intervals = 2034. Mean rate = 1.871 spikes/sec.
Autocorrelation.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 3! Optic nerve motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 22.222 spikes = average probability
of 0.009. Mean rate = 2.246 spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes =252?.
Trace 4: Connective motion detector. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 20 spikes = average probability of
0.009. Mean rate = I.87I spikes/sec. Total
number of spikes = 2227.
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Fig. 3J Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 20 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 20 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 4: Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 10 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 10 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 51 Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 4 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 4 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 6: Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 2 ms./division. Optic
nerve motion detector.
Vertical: 2 ms./division. Connective
motion detector.
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Fig. 7: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal: 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Both traces: Unshifted. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 20 spikes = average probability of
0.008.
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Fig. 8: Crosscorrelation.
Optic nerve motion detector x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal! 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 oins.
Both traces! Shifted. Vertical scale! 1
dot = 20 spikes = average probability of
0.008.
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Results of other experiments! Here I will present data from

two other experiments which I consider to be quite relevant,

but which do not require a complete analysis to convey the

important points.

In one experiment I recorded from a set of sustaining

units and a connective motion detector. The connective unit

had tonic activity and a large variability in firing rate.

The rate of activity of this unit was increased by motion

input into the central pole of the left eye. The connective

unit also had inputs from the statocysts, body hairs, all

appendages and the tail. It had no ON or OFF response to

light. The stimulus target was a two inch diameter white

cardboard disk with black lines and curves.

Fig. 1 shows that the sustaining units responded with

phasic bursts to the vibrating target with little or no

habituation. All of these sustaining units showed strong

phase locking to the stimulus. The size of the sustaining

unit’s recorded action potential was related to the phase

of the unit’s burst within the stimulus period in a very

interesting way: the amplitude was an inverse function of

the amount of phase shift. Another way of saying this is

that the size of the spike was an inverse function of the

unit’s response latency. A possible explanation for this
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relationship is that the spikes were generated in all of the

sustaining units at approximately the same time, but that the

larger amplitude spikes propagated down their associated

larger diameter axons to reach the recording electrode first*

Figures 2-6 show the peristimulus time histograms for

the sustaining units and the connective motion detector. All

responded with little or no habituation to the vibrating

target stimulus. The large narrow peak in the crosscorrelation

plot between the largest sustaining unit and the corjiective

motion detector disappeared with a frame shift, suggesting a

possible direct synaptic connection, but again common input

or common correlation to the stimulus or to other units are

possible explanations.
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Fig. 1: Responses to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement. Overlay of many responses.
Horizontal: 100 ms./division.
Optic nerve sustaining units.
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Fig. 2: Peristiinulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 10 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Largest amplitude sustaining undt. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability
of 0.082. ^umbe^ of stimuli = 122. Mean rate
= 2.602 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
1824.
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3: Peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 10 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Medium amplitude sustaining unit. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability
of 0.082. Number of stimuli = 122. Mean rate
= 7.630 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
6169.
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Fig. 4: Feristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 10 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Smallest amplitude sustaining unit. Vertical
scale: 1 dot = 10 spikes = average probability
of 0.082. Number of stimuli = 122. Mean rate
= 6.362 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes =
5163.
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Fig. 51 Peristiraulus time histogram.
HoitLzontal: 10 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Connective motion detector. Vertical scale:
1 dot = 2 spikes = average probability of
0.017* Clumber of stimuli = 120. Kean rate
= 2.450 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes
= 1602.
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Fig. 6: Crosscorrelation.
Largest amplitude sustaining unit x Connective
motion detector.
Horizontal; 1 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Above: Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot =

2.5 spikes = average probability of 0.001,
Below: Shifted, Vertical scale; 1 dot =

2.5 spikes = average probability of 0.001.
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In the second experiment reported in this section a

strong functional connection was demonstrated between an optic

nerve dimming unit and a connective motion detector. The

connective unit was typical of this class of units: it had

no tonic activity and responded with phasic bursts to the

vibrating target. Due to blank spots in the tape only part

of the visual field analysis was retrievable, but the visual

field of the connective unit did include the top rim of

the right eye. The connective unit’s ON response to light

was weak or absent, but it did show a short burst in response

to light off. It had no input from the antennas or antenniiles.

Response to stimulation of body hairs was weak or absent. It

had strong statocyst input, and other inputs included the

claws, right and left legs and the tail.

The dimming unit’s visual field included the front and

top rims of the right eye. Its tonic activity was almost

completely inhibited by light, and it responded with a large

phasic burst to light off, implying that it was a dimming unit

by definition. It had strong statocyst inputs and strong inputs

from both antennas, antennules, claws, right and left legs

and the tail. It also had input from body hairs as judged from

its response to puffs of air.

Figures 1 and 2 show photographs of stimulus induced
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spike data. The units of interest are the largest units on

each lead. Study with a storage oscilloscope showed a tendency

of the two units to burst together. Fig. 3 shows the great

similarity between the peristimulus time histograms of the

two units. Each connective motion detector peak follows a

dimming unit peak by 4 ms. The two units sensitized and

habituated together within the stimulus run. With the

exception of the initial peak, the peaks show an alternation

in amplitude superimposed on a slower habituation. This was

almost surely due to the fact that the stimulus target had a

component of its motion toward the eye during one part of

the cycle and an equal but opposite component during the

second half of the cycle. The scattergram for the dimming

unit and connective motion detector is shown in Fig. 4.

The structure may be accounted for by the phase locking of

the two units to the stimulus. The crosscorrelation plots

are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The peak is centered around

6 ms. and shows only slight attenuation after a frame

shift. The 12 ms. bin is attenuated much more than the

other bins by the frame shift.
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Fig. 1: Response to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginning of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: ^3*35 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve dimming unit.
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Fig. 2: Response to the vibrating target. The sweep
was triggered at the beginjiing of the stimulus
movement.
Horizontal: 43.35 ms./division.
Trace 1: Connective motion detector.
Trace 2: Optic nerve dimming unit.
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Fig. 3: PeristiMulus time histograms.
Horizontal: 0.86? ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 1: Dimming unit. Vertical scale: 1 dot
= 10 spikes = average probability of O.O56.
Number of stimuli = 180. Mean rate = 7.298
spikes/sec. Total niunber of spikes = 10393*
Trace 2: Connective urdt. Vertical scale: 1
dot = 1.25 spikes = average probability of
0.008. ^\lmber of stimuli = I63. Mean rate =
1.315 spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 780.
Horizontal: 4*335 ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Trace 3s Dimming unit. Vertical scale: 1 dot
= 33*333 spikes = average probability of O.I85.
Number of stimuli = 180. Mean rate = 7*298
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 10393*
Trace 4; Connective unit. Vertical scale: 1
dot = 5 spikes = average probability of O.O3I.
Number of stimuli = I63. Mean rate = 1.315
spikes/sec. Total number of spikes = 780.
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Fig. 4: Joint peristimulus time histogram.
Horizontal: 8.6? ms./division. Dimming unit.
Vertical: 8.6? ms./division. Connective unit.
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Fig. 51 Crosscorrelation,
Dimming unit x Connective unit.
Horizontal: 0.86? ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Unshifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 20 spikes
= average probability of 0.002.
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Fig. 6; Crosscorrelation.
Dimming unit x Connective unit.
Horizontal: 0.86? ms./bin. One dot = 10 bins.
Shifted. Vertical scale: 1 dot = 20 spikes =
average probability of 0.002.
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Effect of the active state! In nearly all of my motion detector

experiments I have observed the responsiveness of the motion

detectors of the connective to be facilitated by the active

state (a state in which the animal continuously moves all of

its appendages). In this experiment (and in one other which

is not reported in detail here) the responsiveness of the

connective unit was inhibited during the active state. To

explore this further, I did a series of runs in which I got

the animal into an active state through mechanical stimulation

and then started presenting the vibrating target (10 hertz,

1 second duration) every 10 seconds. There were almost no

connective unit responses during active states, but the first

stimulus after the end of an active state nearly always

evoked a large response from the connective unit, and the unit

habituated over the following stimuli.
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Discussion.

ExneriTTient uo. It The existence of functional connections

between optic nerve motion detectors and connective motion

detectors was clearly shown in this experiment. Both optic

units had functional connections with both connective units.

The approximately 5 ws. wide peaks in the crosscorrelation

plots suggest that the functional connection is common input

or common correlation to either the stimulus or other inputs.

The GMDxCMD crosscorrelation plots showed in addition a 1

ms. wide peak at 2 ms. This is suggestive of a synaptic

connection. The fact that these 1 ms. wide peaks were not

entirely eliminated by a frame shift gives some support

to the alternative models of common correlation to either

the stimulus or other units. Another possibility is common

inputs. The crosscorrelation plot between the two optic

units strongly suggests a synaptic connection. The 1 ms.

wide peak at 2 ms. completely disappears with a frame shift.

The broad peak in this plot is probably due to common input

or to common correlation to either the stimulus or other

units, and it was only attenuated by a frame shift.

Experiment no. 2; The optic nerve and connective motion

detectors studied in this experiment had a strong functional

connection which can be accounted for by the strong phase
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locking of both units to the stimulus. The optic nerve

and connective motion detectors in this experiment showed

almost identical behavior, again suggesting that the

optic nerve motion detectors are inputs to the connective

motion detectors or that the connective motion detectors

are optic motion detectors which have passed through the

brain and entered the connective. Evidence is presented

in the results section for a synaptic connection from the

optic motion detector to the connective motion detector

with a total latency of 5 ms. (including conduction

velocities). Alternate interpretations of the data include

common inputs and common correlation between the units studied

and the stimulus or common correlation between these units

and other unobserved units.

Experiment no. In the first run, both units showed initial

phase locking to the stimulus. This gave way to random

phasing approximately 400 ms. into the stimulus run. The

functional connection remained as strong or stronger after

400 ms. as Judged from the scattergrara diagonal structure.

This suggests that the functional_connection cannot be

accounted for by the phase locking of the units to the

stimulus. The peak in the crosscorrelation shows that the

connective motion detector was leading the optic motion



detector by approximately 5 ins# The width of the

crosscorrelation peak suggests that it is due to common

input or to common correlation to other processes. The

stimulus was placed in a new position for the second run

of this experiment. The only significant change from the

first run was that random phase behavior began after the

initial stimulus induced burst rather than after several

stimulus induced bursts as in the first run. The stimulus

was left in the same position for the third run, but there

were significant changes in the electrical activity of both

units. Both failed to respond in the second stimulus period

although they did respond in the first and third periods.

It is possible that the stimulus had a larger component of

its velocity into the eye than in the previous run, but this

does not account for the failure of the units to respond

during the second period.

The general rule for this experiment is that when the

units change, they change together. In the first run both

units showed phase locking over the first four stimulus

periods. In the second run both were strongly phase locked

for only one burst, with the optic unit being weakly phase

locked during the second stimulus period. In the third run

the interspike interval histograms and autocorrelation plots
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have peaks which are much sharper and larger for both units,

and they both show phase locking in the first and third

stimulus periods but not in the second stimulus period.

The crosscorrelation plot was essentially the same in all three

runs, and the width of the peak suggests common inputs to

the optic and connective motion detectors or common

correlation to other neurons.

Other experiments; In the sustaining unit experiment it was

shown that the sustaining units followed the vibrating

target with strong phase locking and little or no

habituation, A possible mechanism for this phase locking

is the lateral inhibitoiy network between the sustaining

urdts conjectured by Giantz and Nudelman, A connective

motion detector was also demonstrated to respond to motion

with little or no habituation through the stimulus run,

and its activity was shown to be highly correlated to that

of one of the sustaining units. Since both optic nerve

motion detectors and dimming units showed rapid habituation

to the stimulus within the stimulus period, the sustaining

units are the most likely input for this type of connective

motion detector.

The dimming unit experiment provided strong evidence

that dimming units are important inputs to the connective
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motion detectors. The dimming unit responded strongly to

the moving stimulus and showed pronounced habituation

during the stimulus run. This contrasts with the results

of Glantz, who used an approaching target as a stimulus!

’’The results show that the dimming units respond only

weakly to moving targets and that the small degree of
Q

response variation is confined to slow velocities.’’^ A

possible explanation for the difference is that my stimulus

target probably achieved higher values of acceleration and

velocity than the target used by Glantz. Another possibility

is that air currents generated by my target were stimulating

the unit. The dimming unit had input from body hairs,

although the connective unit had little or no hair input.

The fact that the connective unit responded to light off

with a short burst of spikes is especially significant.

Although the peak in the crosscorrelation plot was not

sharp enough to suggest a direct synaptic connection

between the units observed in this experiment, the almost

identical poststiraulus time histograms of the two units and

the large peak in the crosscorrelation plot strongly suggest

that the dimming units may be an important input to the

connective motion detectors. I would also like to suggest

that for high stimulus velocities the dimming units may be
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a strong input to the defense reflex* This conjecture is

motivated by the fact that the dimming unit observed in this

experiment exhibited all three of the features reported by

Glantz to be common to all of his recordings of motion

detectors (which he concludes are the key inputs to the defense

reflex): ”a) a minimum response latency of 90-110 ms; b) a

tendency for the discharge to occur in discrete bursts; and

c) an abrupt cessation of activity immediately following the

termination of the target motion.*^
General discussion: In interpreting the crosscorrelation

plots, two neuronal variables are of primary interest:

conduction velocity and synaptic delay. To my knowledge

these parameters have not been measured for the optic nerve

or connective motion detectors of the crayfish. Eullock

and Horridge give a ran^e of conduction velocities of

4.8 meters/sec. to 15 meters/sec. for crab and crayfish

•'miscellaneous” fibers. In Cambarus five specific conduction

velocities are given: 10-15 meters/sec. for the lateral giant

fibers, 15”20 meters/sec. for the medial giant fibers,

20 meters/sec. for the fast closer motoneuron, 10 meters/sec.

for the slow closer motoneuron and 8 meters/sec. for the

opener motoneuron. The conduction velocity for a large

fiber in the connective of Homarus is given as 7 meters/sec.
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The electrodes in iny preparation were between 2 and 7 inm

apart (estimated), which using an estimated conduction

velocity of 7 meters/sec. gives a range of conduction time

delays of 0.3-1 ms. Kennedy, Calabres and Wine report a delay

of less than 1 ms. across supposedly single chemical synapses

between tactile afferents and primary interneurons in the sixth
4 0

ganglion in the crayfish. Adding 1 ms. to the estimated

conduction delays given above gives a total estimated delay

of 1.3“2.3 ms.

The 2 ms. delay seen in experiment no. 1 is consistent

with a model of a single chemical synapse between the optic

nerve motion detector and the connective motion detector.

The 5 ms, delay of experiment no. 2 is outside the estimated

range but could still be due to a single chemical synapse with

slower dynamics. Another possibility is that there was an

intemeuron between the optic unit and the connective urdt.

The 2 ms. peak seen in the crosscorrelation plot between the

sustaining unit and the connective motion detector is also

consistent with a model of a single chemical synapse.

I will now offer some speculations as to the identities

of some of the connective motion detectors observed in these

experiments. Wiersma’s group observed connective units

responding to motion in their visual fields in areas 62, 66
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3
and 75 of the connective.^ Eowerman and Larimer found a wide

variety of "command intemeurons" in area 66 which gave

complex behavioral responses when electrically stimulated.

Of those which were established as identities, one caused

bilateral lifting and flexing of the chelipeds and the first

three walking legs with rigid abdominal extension (except

for the telson); another caused bilateral flexion of all

ten appendages and the abdomen; and another unit called the

"statue fiber" caused the animal to remain locked in the

position it was in when the stimulation of the unit began.

Another unit caused the initiation of backward walking when
20

stimulated. Atwood and Wiersma found a "defense reflex

fiber" in area 75 of the connective which evoked a defense

reflex when stimulated at rates greater than 20 shocks/sec.

It is possible that some of these units are identical with

the units observed in my experiments, but the connective unit

observed in experiment no. 3 seems to represent a new type

of unit not previously reported.

The only other preparation I know of where simultaneous

recordings have been made of motion detectors at two different

levels of the nervous system is in the optic nerve and cord

of the locust. This work was done by O’Shea and Rowell. The

Descending Contralateral Movement Detector (DCMD) was found
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to have its soma and integrating segment in the lateral

midbrain and to receive input from the optic lobe via the

Lobular Giant Movement Detector (LGMD) across an excitatory

electrical synapse. The DCMD could follow the LGMD one-for-

one up to 320 hertz. No spike transmission across the synapse

22
in the antidromic direction occurred.

In general, three types of sensory interneurons are

seen with respect to habituation: ”nonplastic” units ^rfiich

show no habituation, cells which show only habituation in

response to repeated stimuli (H cells), and cells which show

an initial sensitization followed by habituation (S cells).

S cells show higher levels of spontaneous activity than H

cells.The following table shows a classification of the

cells reported here:

Experiment Qe21 Type .Comments

1 emi H
ei'Oa s
CMDl H

2 eMD H
CMD H

3 GMD ? High rate of tonic
activity. Slow
habituation.

CMD ? High rate of tonic
activity. Fast
habituation. Was
facilitated by
active state.
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ExDeriinent £ell Type Comments

Sustaining unit Sustaining Nonplastic Complex interaction
experiment units of sensitization

Connective Nonplastic
and habituation.
Little or no

Dimming unit

motion
detector

Optic nerve S

habituation within
stimulus run.

experiment dimming unit
Connective
motion
detector

S
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